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Stress Management Today:
Introduction

The overall theme of this book is stress. Stress can have many causes, and negative stress can
prevent us from performing at our very best. I believe that one of the main reasons for stress at
work is lack of preparation. Any task should follow the golden rule;
90% PREPARATION 10% PERSPIRATION

‘
The human brain starts the moment we are born and
never stops until we stand up to speak in public.’

Most people could substitute ‘
speaking in public’for many
other situations. For example, you may feel stressed when
asked to conduct an interview or even to take part in a
business meeting. With a few simple ‘
management
techniques’anyone can reduce their stress level, no matter
what the situation.
Stress is an inescapable part of life for all of us.
From a human viewpoint, stress results from the imposition of
any demand or set of demands which require us to react, adapt or
behave in a particular manner in order to cope with or satisfy
them.
Up to a point, such demands are stimulating and useful,
but if the demands are beyond our personal capacity to deal with them, the resulting
stress is a problem.
‘
Stress can be defined as any force, that when applied to a system, causes some
significant modification of its form, these forces can be physical, psychological or due to
social pressures.’
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1.0

Causes and Symptoms Of Stress

Stress is usually something experienced due to the presence of some form of
stressor, which might be a one-off stimulus (such as a challenging problem or a
punch on the nose), or an on-going factor (such as an extremely hot hangar or an
acrimonious divorce). From these, we get acute stress (typically intense but of short
duration) and chronic stress (frequent recurrence or of long duration) respectively.
Different stressors affect different people to varying extents. Stressors may be:




Physical - such as heat, cold, noise, vibration, presence of something damaging to health (e.g.
carbon monoxide);
Psychological - such as emotional upset (e.g. due to bereavements, domestic problems, etc.),
worries about real or imagined problems (e.g. due to financial problems, ill health, etc.);
Reactive - such as events occurring in everyday life (e.g. working under time pressure,
encountering unexpected situations, etc.).

1.1 Typical Causes
Research into work-related stress in Europe and the United States shows that many of the
following issues have been found to be particularly stressful in large organizations.
Relationships; Inability to get on with people, conflict with superiors, colleagues.
Role insecurity : No definite role specification, lack organization of clear objectives, difficulty
in delegation, poor time management.
Organizational: No positive feedback on performance factors, no acceptance of new ideas, poor
communications, threat of redundancy. Imposed Rapid change Unrealistic targets, high work
load, presentations, interviews.
Head count restrictions: reduced training budgets, un-chosen teams Need to ‘
perform’at
meetings,
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1.2 Typical Symptoms
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The first step towards stress reduction is to admit to yourself that you are already suffering stress,
or are a potential candidate. The following is a list of symptoms which may indicate stress. The
higher the number of symptoms you recognize, the more urgent the need to look at your lifestyle
and work practices. The list is limited to the most commonly reported:
Physical
 Stomach cramps
 Headaches

Unexplained aches and pains
 Constipation or diarrhea
 Dry mouth
 Shaking limbs
 Nausea
 Excessive sweating
 Alteration of menstrual pattern in
women.
Emotional
 Loss of concentration
 Worry
 Irritability
 Lack of self-esteem
 Loss of confidence
 Feeling apprehensive
 Loss of enthusiasm
 Cynicism
 Unhappiness, loss of sense of humor
 Feelings of dissatisfaction.
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Behavioral
 Over indulgence in food/smoking/alcohol
 Dependence on drugs
 Changes in sleep patterns: difficulty dropping off, waking early, waking tired
 Being too busy to take time off for hobbies/holidays/exercise
 Taking work home
 Difficulty in making decisions
 Consistently working late
 Poor time management
 Loss of appetite or major weight
loss/gain
 A shut down of emotions and loss of
interest in everyday events. Tears near to
surface for no apparent reason.
Summary
In brief, the possible signs of stress can include:
 Physiological symptoms - such as sweating, dryness of the mouth, etc.;
 Health effects - such as nausea, headaches, sleep problems, diarrhea, ulcers, etc.;
 Behavioral symptoms - such as restlessness, shaking, nervous laughter, taking longer over
tasks, changes to appetite, excessive drinking, etc.;
 Cognitive effects - such as poor concentration, indecision, forgetfulness, etc.;
 Subjective effects - such as anxiety, irritability, depression, moodiness, aggression, etc.
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2.0

Stress Rating

Psychologists have compiled a list of some of life’stressful events and given each a score.
If your total in any 12-month period exceeds 75 points, you have a 50/50 chance of a stressrelated illness. For a total of l50 points, the chance of developing a stress-related illness soars to
80/20.
Use the figures below to give your own score to events not listed but which you find stressful

Stress Rating
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3.

Personality and stress

No two people necessarily respond to the same stressor in the same way.
Individual personality factors are significant. Personality is defined as; ‘
the dynamic organization
within the individual of the psychophysical systems that determine his characteristic behavior and
thought’
. Various types and traits of personality have been established over the last 30 years;
these are classified as follows:
1. Type ‘
A’- Ambitious

2. Type ‘
B’- Placid
3. Type ‘
C’- Worrying
4. Type ‘
D’- Carefree
5. Type ‘
E’- Suspicious

6. Type ‘
F’- Dependent

7. Type ‘
G’- Fussy

Active and energetic; impatient if he has to
wait in a queue; conscientious; maintains
high standards; time is a problem - there is
never enough; frequently intolerant of those
who may be slower in thought or action.
Quiet; very little worries them; put their
worries into things they can alter or control
and leave others to worry about the rest.
Nervous; highly strung; not very confident
of self-ability; anxious about the future and
of being able to cope.
Loves variety; often athletic and daring; very
little worries them; not concerned about the
future.
Dedicated and serious; very concerned with
other people’
s opinions of them; do not take
criticism kindly and tend to dwell on such
criticism for a long time; distrust most people.
Bored with their own company; sensitive to
surroundings; rely on others a great deal;
people who interest them are oddly unreliable; they find that the people they really
need are boring; do not respond easily to
change.
Punctilious; conscientious and like a set
routine; do not like change; any new problem
throws them because there are no rules to
follow; conventional and predictable; great
believers in authority.

Research indicates that most people combine traits of more than one of these ‘
types’
, and so the
above definitions can only be used as a guide. The type most at risk to stress is Type A.
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Summary:
Domestic Stress
When aviation managers, aircraft maintenance technicians and other staff go to work, they cannot
leave stresses associated with home behind. Pre-occupation with a source of domestic stress can
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attention to safety.
Domestic stress typically results from major life changes at home, such as marriage, birth of a
child, a son or daughter leaving home, bereavement of a close family member or friend, marital
problems, or divorce.
It should be noted that individuals respond to stressful situations in very different ways.
Generally speaking though, people tend to regard situations with negative consequences as being
more stressful than when the outcome of the stress will be positive (e.g. the difference between
being made redundant from work and being present at the birth of a son or daughter).
Work Related Stress
Aviation managers, aircraft maintenance technicians and other staff can experience stress for two
reasons at work:
1. because of the task or job they are undertaking at that moment
2. because of the general organizational environment.
Stress can be felt when carrying out certain tasks that are particularly challenging or difficult.
This stress can be increased by lack of guidance in this situation, or time pressures to complete
the task or job (covered later). This type of stress can be reduced by careful management, good
training, etc.
Within the organization, the social and managerial aspects of work can be stressful.
It is important to know the impact on the individual of peer pressure, organizational culture and
management, all of which can be stressors. In the commercial world that aircraft maintenance
technicians work in, shift patterns, lack of control over own workload, company reorganization
and job uncertainty can also be sources of stress.
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4.

Stress Management

Once we become aware of stress, we generally respond to it by using one of two
strategies: defense or coping.
Coping strategies involve dealing with the source of the stress rather than just the
symptoms (e.g. delegating workload, prioritizing tasks, sorting out the problem, etc.).
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to deal with the problem if this is outside the
control of the individual (such as during an emergency), but there are well-published
techniques for helping individuals to cope with stress. Good stress management
techniques include:
Relaxation techniques;
Careful regulation of sleep and diet;
 A regime of regular physical exercise;
 Counseling - ranging from talking to a supportive friend or colleague to seeking
professional advice.



There is no magic formula to cure stress and anxiety, merely common sense and
practical advice.
Defense strategies involve alleviation of the symptoms (taking medication, alcohol, etc.) or
reducing the anxiety (e.g. denying to yourself that there is a problem (denial), or blaming
someone else).
Coping is the process whereby the individual either adjusts to the perceived demands of
the situation or changes the situation itself.
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5.

Time Pressure and Deadlines

There is probably no industry in the commercial environment that does not impose
some form of deadline, and consequently time pressure, on its employees. Aircraft
maintenance is no exception. It was highlighted in the previous section that one of
the potential stressors in maintenance is time pressure.
This might be actual pressure where clearly specified deadlines are imposed by an external
source (e.g. management or supervisors) and passed on to technicians, or perceived pressure
where technicians feel that there are time pressures when carrying out tasks, even when no
definitive deadlines have been set in stone. In addition, time
pressure may be self imposed, in which case
technicians set themselves deadlines to complete
work (e.g. completing a task before a break or
before the end of a shift).
Management have contractual pressures associated
with ensuring an aircraft is
released to service within the time frame specified by
their customers.
Striving for higher aircraft utilization means that more maintenance must be accomplished in
fewer hours, with these hours frequently being at night. Failure to do so can impact on flight
punctuality and passenger satisfaction.
Thus, aircraft maintenance technicians have two driving forces: the deadlines handed down to
them and their responsibilities to carry out a safe job.
The potential conflict between these two driving pressures can cause problems.
5.1
The Effects of Time Pressure and Deadlines
As with stress, it is generally thought that some time pressure is stimulating and may
actually improve task performance. However, it is almost certainly true that excessive
time pressure (either actual or perceived, external or self-imposed), is likely to mean
that due care and attention when carrying out tasks diminishes and more errors will
be made. Ultimately, these errors can lead to aircraft incidents and accidents.
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5.2 Managing Time Pressure and Deadlines
One potential method of managing time pressures exerted on technicians is through
regulation. For example, FAA research has highlighted the need to insulate aircraft
maintenance technicians from commercial pressures. They consider this would help to
ensure that airworthiness issues will always take precedence over commercial and
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Those responsible for setting deadlines and allocating tasks should consider:
Prioritizing various pieces of work that need to be done;
 The actual time available to carry out work (considering breaks, shift handovers, etc.);
 The personnel available throughout the whole job (allowing a contingency for illness);
 The most appropriate utilization o
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 Availability of parts and spares.
It is important that engineering staff at all levels are not afraid to voice concerns over
inappropriate deadlines, and if necessary, cite the need to do a safe job to support this. As
stated before within aircraft maintenance, responsibility should be spread
across all those who play a part. Thus, the aircraft maintenance technician should not feel
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6.

Workload - Overload and Under load

The preceding sections on stress and time pressure have both indicated that a certain
amount of stimulation is beneficial to an aircraft maintenance technician, but that too
much stimulation can lead to stress or over-commitment in terms of time. It is
noteworthy that too little stimulation can also be a problem.
Before going on to discuss workload, it is important to consider this optimum
level of stimulation or arousal.
6.1
Arousal
Arousal in its most general sense, refers to readiness of a
person for performing work.
To achieve an optimum level of task performance, it is
necessary to have a certain level of stimulation or arousal.
This level of stimulation or arousal varies from
person to person.
There are people who are overloaded by having to do more
than one task at a time; on the other hand there are people
who appear to thrive on stress, being happy to take on
more and more work or challenges.
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The relationship between arousal and task performance. At low levels of arousal, our
attention mechanisms will not be particularly active and our performance capability will be low
(complacency and boredom can result). On the other hand, performance deteriorates when
arousal becomes too high.
To a certain extent, this is because we are forced to shed tasks and focus on key
information only (called narrowing of attention).
In the work place, arousal is mainly influenced by stimulation due to work tasks.
However, surrounding environmental factors such as noise may also influence the
level of arousal.
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6.2 Factors Determining Workload
An individual aircraft maintenance technician can usually identify what work he has to
do quite easily. It is more difficult to assess how that work translates into workload.
Humans have limited mental capacity to deal with information. We are also limited physically, in
terms of visual acuity, strength, dexterity and so on. Thus, workload
reflects the degree to which the demands of the work we have to do
eats into our mental and physical capacities.
Workload is subjective (i.e. experienced differently by different
people) and is affected by:
The nature of the task, such as the:
 physical demands it requires (e.g. strength
required, etc.);
 mental demands it requires (e.g. complexity of
decisions to be made, etc.).
 The circumstances under which the task is performed,
such as the:
 standard of performance required (i.e. degree of accuracy);
time available to accomplish the task (and thus the speed at which
the task must be carried out);
 requirement to carry out the task at the same time as doing something else;
 perceived control of the task (i.e. is it imposed by others or under your
control, etc.);
 environmental factors existing at time (e.g. extremes of temperature, etc.).
 The person and his state, such as his:
 skills (both physical and mental);
 his experience (particularly familiarity with the task in question);
 his current health and fitness levels;
 his emotional state (e.g. stress level, mood, etc.).
As the workload of the technician may vary, he may experience periods of overload and
under load. This is a particular feature of some areas of the industry such as line
maintenance.
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6.3 Overload
Overload occurs at very high levels of workload (when the technician becomes over
aroused). As highlighted previously, performance deteriorates when arousal becomes
too high and we are forced to shed tasks and focus on key information. Error rates
may also increase.
Overload can occur for a wide range of reasons based on the factors highlighted above. It may
happen suddenly (e.g. if asked to remember one further piece of information whilst already trying
to remember a large amount of data), or gradually. As noted earlier in this section, it can be
difficult to determine how work translates into workload, both for the individual concerned, and
for those allocating tasks.
6.4 Under load
Under load occurs at low levels of workload (when the technician becomes under
aroused). It can be just as problematic to an technician as overload, as it too causes a
deterioration in performance and an increase in errors, such as missed information.
Under load can result from a task an technician finds boring, very easy, or indeed a lack
of tasks. The nature of the aircraft maintenance industry means that available work
fluctuates, depending on time of day, maintenance schedules, and so forth. Hence,
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6.5 Workload Management
Unfortunately, in a commercial environment, it is seldom possible to make large
amendments to maintenance schedules, nor eliminate time pressures. The essence
of workload management in aircraft maintenance should include:
Ensuring that staff have the skills needed to do the tasks they have been asked to do and the
proficiency and experience to do the tasks within the time scales they have been asked to work
within;
 making sure that staff have the tools and spares they need to do the tasks;
 allocating tasks to teams or individual technicians that are accomplishable (without
cutting corners) in the time available;
 providing human factors training to those responsible for planning so that the
performance and limitations of their staff are taken into account;
 encouraging individual technicians, supervisors and managers to recognize when an
overload situation is building up.
If an overload situation is developing, methods to help relieve this include:
 seeking a simpler method of carrying out the work (that is just as effective and still
legitimate);
 delegating certain activities to others to avoid an individual technician becoming
overloaded;
 securing further time in order to carry out the work safely;
 postponing, delaying tasks/deadlines and refusing additional work.
Thus, although workload varies in aircraft maintenance engineering, the workload of
technicians can be moderated. Much of this can be done by careful forward planning
of tasks, manpower, spares, tools and training of staff.
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7.

Stress in the Working Environment

Not all stress is bad for us and not all stressful events have the same effect on people. It is the
intangible nature of the condition that makes it so difficult to recognize and conquer.
The following are some questions to ask about your working environment.
The Working Environment
 Do you consistently meet deadlines?
 Do you have an opportunity to take short breaks during
the day?
 Is your work sufficiently interesting and varied?
 Do you have enough work to do?
Feelings about your work
 Do you feel that your job is worthwhile?
 Do you feel that what you do is appreciated by others?
 Do you have a choice of daily work pattern?
Colleagues
 Do you enjoy working with your colleague?
 Can you discuss work-related problems with them?
Your manager
 Do you get feedback on your work?
 Does he give you constructive criticism/praise when
warranted?
 Does your manager operate an open-door policy?
 Do you discuss your career planning with him?
Your role within the organization
 Do you have a job description?
 Do you have clear objectives?
 Are you kept informed of changes in the company
which affect your job?
 Do you have sufficient resources to do your job
successfully?
 Are you fairly paid for the job?
The Physical Environment
 Is your workplace conducive to the work you do there?
 Is your workplace well laid out, well lit, adequately ventilated, comfortably heated?
 Do you have your own desk/work station?
 Do you have sufficient privacy?
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8.

Women In the Work Place

Stress levels being experienced by working women are on the increase. In the 1990s women are
encouraged to be the ‘
perfect mother’
, the ‘
perfect manager’
. They often place unrealistic
expectations on themselves at home and at work, and if there is little support from their
employer, the outcome may result in stress. Fortunately most responsible organizations operate
an Equal Opportunity Policy, and are sensitive to issues of sexism and racism. They also
encourage training.
Women can be subject to many stressors at work
which are not suffered by
their male counterparts. While sexual harassment is a
common cause of stress among women, other causes
of stress include:
(a)
(b)
©
(d)

performance-related pressures;
lower rates of pay;
the problem of maintaining dependants at home;
lack of encouragement from superiors, including
not being taken seriously;
(e) discrimination in terms of advancement;
(f) sex discrimination and prejudice;
(g) pressure from dependants at home;
(h) career-related dilemmas, including whether to start
a family or whether to marry or live with someone;
(i) lack of social support from colleagues;
(j) being single and labeled as an oddity; and
(k) lack of domestic support at home.
Management should be aware of the various forms of stress women are
exposed to while at work. Wherever necessary measures should be taken.
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9.

Managing Your Stress

At the end of this exercise, you may have highlighted several causes of stress in your working
environment.
9.1

Causes of negative stress:
 Not getting enough success - leading to low self esteem
 Different attitudes/values from boss
 Impossible deadlines imposed without consultation
 Colleagues being made redundant
 Inadequate resources to do a good job
 Facing up to situations which have been avoided and therefore never having learned to
cope with them
 Power struggles - winning is fun, losing is not
 Personal; divorce, ill health, moving house etc.

It is as well to recognize that there are some things we can’
t change, short of looking for another
job. However, work could certainly be improved.
For example, many of the questions about work, meeting deadlines and work patterns, could be
improved with better time management.
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9.2 Improving your Working Environment and reducing stress.
Some of the factors in your Working Environment could be improved with a little planning. Try:
 Moving your desk and other office equipment to another position
 Clearing your desk of all paperwork. Have only the work in progress on the desk. Allocate
a file drawer for the rest of the paperwork, to be tackled later
 Surrounding yourself with things to lift your spirits. For example, plants, flowers,
posters, photographs
 If you need to work undisturbed, without the normal office hubbub of interruptions and
telephones, remove yourself to a quiet room. Most offices have a board room, training or
interview room which is not in constant use. Trying to work with constant interruptions is
a major cause of stress.
9.4 Your Workspace:
Take an objective look at your work space
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Does your desk grow paper?
Is your desk a clean working surface that helps you focus your energy on the task at hand?
Do you get a positive feeling when you approach your desk?
Is your desk such a mess that you invent ways to avoid it all together?
Is your filing cabinet a black hole that sucks in paper, notes, articles, documents and endless
items you have duplicated?
Is your filing system a streamlined, orderly one that supports you in getting your
job done?
Is the physical appearance of your work space uncluttered, cheerful and light?
Is your work space conducive to clear, creative thinking?
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10.

Managing your manager
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One of the commonest complaints from employees is that they are not quite sure what they
should be doing. In other words, they have no job description or objectives. This lack of direction
and feedback feeds feelings of anxiety. Check that:
 You have a current job description. If you don’
t, then liaise with your Manager or
Personnel Department to write one
 You have up-to-date objectives for your job
 Your objectives are in writing
 You understand and have agreed these with your manager
 You know the performance factors relating to your objectives.

11.

Managing your career

 Set goals for yourself. Ask, what do I want to be doing one year from now? In five years?
 Discuss career prospects with your manager. Performance appraisal time is a good
opportunity to start
 Assess what training (if any) you need to develop the skills/knowledge which are holding
you back
 Draw up an outline plan to put you back in the driving seat
 Put realistic time frames on it.
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12.

Stress Management Simple Techniques For Today

Scientific research shows clearly that certain emotions and states of mind can exert enormous
influence on our long-term mental and physical health.
For example if you’
re feeling stressed, this can cause an increased heart rate and rise in blood
pressure. Clinical evidence has shown that the stress of anger produces a unique hormonal
response that is particularly dangerous to your health.
This doesn’
t mean the occasional angry out burst which helps clear the air, but anger of the
chronic, sustained variety. This state can lead to symptoms such as hypertension, digestive
disorders, skin complaints, rashes, headaches and heart disease.
One American study carried out over a 25-year period found that the 20 per cent of respondents
who scored highest on a hostility ratings scale all died earlier than those whose hostility readings
were much lower.
Anger works by blocking unpleasant sensations caused by stressful events. The positive side of
anger is that it can often mobilize you to make changes in your life which, if you didn’
t feel quite
so riled, you would never consider. If your anger does get out of control, try one of the following:
12.1






Stress Management Actions

Verbalize what you feel. Calmly talk it through with the
person responsible which you feel angry –this should
highlight problem areas
Exercise is often the solution to expending angry energy
Use relaxation techniques
Humor can help put things in perspective.
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12.2 Strengthening your working relationship
How to establish a good working relationship with your colleagues:
Smile
Establish eye contact
Use their names
Give your undivided attention
Mirror and pace their body language, etc.
Try to ‘
speak the same language’
Show that, without any shadow of doubt, you respect and accept the person, regardless of
race, sex, culture etc.
 Demonstrate respect for your colleagues and your organization
 Be calm and confident
 Be well-groomed and look the part.








12.3

Low Stress Communication

STRESS IS A CHAIN REACTION
You will find it beneficial if you can help colleagues keep their own stress levels down. This will
help everyone to work more productively.
A good rule of thumb is to try to make as many of your transactions rewarding and positive for
the other people involved.
Experience tells us that this is not always possible, as there are times when you need to take a
strong position in opposition to others.
Think about your own personal communication style with
others. Is it, in behavioral science terminology, a
punishing experience, i.e. one that an individual is not
likely to repeat? Or is it a rewarding experience, i.e. one
that he is likely to want to have again.
If the people with whom you communicate usually
experience their transactions with you as positive,
affirming to their own self-esteem, and productive for
them personally, they will usually repeat the experience. If
they don’
t like the result, they will interact with you as
little as possible.
This principle provides a very simple way to assess your
communication skills and to identify specific managerial
behaviors that cause stress to others. Review your day-to-day communication patterns of
communicating with others in work and non-work situations.
Ask your
s
e
l
ft
heque
s
t
i
on,“
t
o what extent do people seek me out - to communicate with me,
share ideas, include me in their personal and social activities?”
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12.4 Reward and Punishment
The following are some of the most common punishing behaviors:












Monopolizing the conversation
Displaying negative body language
Insulting or using non-verbal put-downs
Speaking dogmatically; not respecting others’opinions
Criticizing excessively; fault finding
Refusing to negotiate or compromise
Playing ‘
games’with people; manipulating or competing in subtle ways
Overusing ‘
should’language
Asking loaded or accusing questions
Breaking confidences
Failing to keep promises.

Rewarding behaviors include:














Giving others a chance to express views, share opinions and information.
Listening attentively
Displaying positive body language
Giving constructive feedback
Negotiating
Treating others as equals
Staring one’
s needs and desires
honestly
Confronting others constructively
on difficult issues
Questioning others openly and
honestly
Keeping the confidences of others
Giving one’
s word sparingly and keeping it
Expressing genuine interest in the other person
Keeping a sense of humor.

Review these lists and add any other behaviors that come to mind. Think about your own
personal style and see which specific behaviors you can identify in your day-to-day patterns of
working with others.
Decide whether your management style is that of a punisher or a rewarder. These behaviors also
apply in private life.
In the long term, it is the rewarding style of dealing with others that helps keep down your own
stress levels; it helps others do the same, and makes life more pleasant for everyone. Building
constructive, congenial relationships with others helps to minimize your over-all stress, but also
can play a direct part in your career success and in your advancement in the organization.
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12.5 Stress Free Communication Summary:
Often poor communication is a cause of stress at work.
Many employees complain that they never get ‘
positive strokes’
from their managers. Here are ten suggestions for getting along
better with people:
1. Think before you speak. Say less than you think.
2. Make promises sparingly, and always keep them.
3. Never let an opportunity pass to give praise or say a kind
word. Give credit where it is due.
4. Show interest in others, their work, hobbies, families.
5. Be cheerful and adopt a positive attitude. Don’
t dwell on the
negative.
6. Discourage gossip, and don’
t take part in it. It is destructive.
7. Be careful of other people’
s feelings.
8. Disregard any ill-natured remarks about you. Live so that nobody will believe them.
9. Don’
t be anxious about getting credit. Just do your best and be patient.
10.Keep an open mind. Discuss but don’
t argue. Try to put yourself in other people’
s shoes.
12.6 SOLUTIONS TO BAD COMMUNICATION
What is Communication? Passing On To Others Your Meaning And Intent.
Lack Of Communication Is Caused By: Poor Management, Bad Leadership, Poor Training
Lack Of Communication will cause: Misunderstandings, wasted hours of work, safety problems,
stress.
THE SECRET TO GOOD

Solutions: To Improve Communication

COMMUNICATION IS:

“Le
ar
nt
oLi
s
t
e
n”

 You have

 Don’
t:

 2 Ears

1) Debate

 2 Eyes

2) Detour

 1 Mouth

3) Pre-plan
4) Tune-out

Use them in that order


Do :
1) Ask Questions
2) Paraphrase
3) Make eye contact
4) Use positive body language
5) Communication Training
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13.

A PROBLEM OR A CHALLENGE?

How we view stressful events has an effect on how we
cope with them. Often it helps to deal with the situation
step by step. Try this five point plan:
1. Define the problem.
2. Brainstorm a wide range of alternative actions for dealing
with the problem. (Consider how your colleagues might
tackle it.)
3. Look at your list and evaluate the pros and cons of each
idea. Rank them in order of most practical.
4. Try the most acceptable and feasible solution.
5. Reconsider the original problem in the light of your attempts to tackle it. How does it look
now?
To tackle the problem in this way you will need time to sit quietly and work out your strategy;
you will need to speak to other people about it, get their advice, and enlist their support.
Exposing yourself to small amounts of stress at a time helps you to focus in on the problem, a
little at a time.
Very often we get into ‘
stress overload’when we look at the ‘
whole picture’
, which looks too
much to handle, and we may be tempted to give up. This only serves to increase stress levels.
13.1

THEMES FOR REDUCING STRESS

BE ASSERTIVE
 Don’
t apologies profusely
 Be direct
 Keep it short
 Don’
t justify yourself for making the request
 Give a reason for the request (Don’
t try to ‘
sell’it.)
 Don’
t play on people’
s friendship or good nature
 Don’
t take a refusal personally
 Respect the other person’
s right to say no.
Refusing requests
 Keep it short
 Keep it simple
 Give a reason - but don’
t invent an excuse
 Avoid 1 can’
t’phrases
 Don’
t apologies profusely
 Pay acknowledgement to the requester: ‘
Thank you, but... ‘
 Honestly state limitations: It will be impossible to but I could ...’
 Ask for clarification, more information, or time to decide
 Speak steadily and calmly.
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14.

TIME MANAGEMENT AND ANXIETY

Among the skills needed by today’
s executives/managers is the capacity to work comfortably
under
pressure. The following five categories have been identified as contributing to the relationship
between poor time management and anxiety:
 Thoughts and feelings of inadequacy, including self-criticism
or self-condemnation, such as calling yourself names like
‘
stupid’
 Worrying about one’
s performance, as compared with personal
standards or how well others are doing
 Contemplating alternatives - too long and fruitlessly
 Thinking about imagined consequences of doing poorly in the
test - disapproval, punishment, loss of status or self-esteem,
damage to academic record or career prospects
 Being preoccupied with bodily reactions associated with
anxiety, leading to intensified anxiety symptoms.

Here are a few steps towards capturing a positive state of mind to cope:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Realize that pressure can be handled without discomfort.
Analyze the pressure you feel and prepare for similar situations in the future.
Anticipate deadlines - start early.
Find a hobby that relaxes you.
Say ‘
no’
.
Work no more than ten hours daily.
Examine your eating patterns and balance your diet.
Plan some time for yourself every day.

Stress results from the anticipation of future
unpleasantness, especially unpleasantness that we feel we
may not be able to cope with. And our time management
suffers. The person who moves from one current demand
to another without systematically assessing and planning
for future outcomes will be less certain about how to
handle future demands. The following are some helpful
hints for improving your self-organization.
14.1 Key ideas for better time management
1. List goals and set priorities. (Remember to set clear objectives.)
2. Make a daily To do’list.
3. Start with your top priority on the list. (Work down your list, from most important to least
important.)
4. Ask ‘
What is the best use of my time right now?’
5. Handle each piece of paper only once.
6. Don’
t procrastinate - do it now!
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15. Problems, Problems, Problems
Here are a few of the most common problems facing managers and some suggested solutions.
Problem
Task is unpleasant/difficult/risky, for example preparing a report or presentation giving bad news.
Possible solution
Give yourself a pep talk: ‘
Next time I pick this up, I’
ll do something
about it.’This is a start. If guilt is getting in the way, put aside time to
address the deeper issues so that you get yourself into a positive
frame of mind.
Problem
You started the job, got bogged down and couldn’
t re-start.
Possible solution
Try one of these:
Before you stop, have the next step planned
Take a break
Try new surroundings
Stand up if you have been sitting
If the task is repetitious, set yourself ‘
mini’deadlines to meet
Award yourself a ‘
treat’when you have met your deadlines, e.g.
buy yourself a book, flowers, a new tie
 arrange the task differently.








Problem
You have an unpleasant priority task to start and are about to start on a non-priority task.
Possible solution
Ask yourself what you are afraid of:
 getting angry?
 feeling guilty?
 hurting yourself or a colleague?
 being rejected?
 taking on too much responsibility?
Now, write down what you are afraid of. Single out your most
likely concern and deal with that head on,
e.g. if you write the procedure manual, will you do yourself out of a job?
Problem
You haven’
t got the resources to do the kind of job you would like to feel proud of.
Possible solution
Don’
t aim for perfection, just do the best you can –but discuss it with your boss and get his
acknowledgement, at least about acceptable quality standards.
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16.

Planning Time

Identifying time stealers
The following are six of the most often quoted rime- stealers for managers.
1. Answering the telephone
2. Dealing with mail and e-mail
3. Attending meetings
4. Paperwork
5. Commuting
6. Computers and e-mail
7. Business lunches.
You need to examine how your time is spent. Memory itself is very misleading. A time sheet,
diary, log, etc. will provide reliable information. Keep a log for a month. This will enable you to
identify and eliminate things that need not be done at all. Ask the question, ‘
What would happen
if this were not done at all?’If the answer is ‘
nothing’
, there’
s not much point in wasting time
doing it. We waste a lot of time in routine tasks, for example, paper work.
Next to the dog the wastebasket is man’
s best friend.
There may appear to be unlimited ways in which a piece of paper can be dealt with, and that can
lead to painful and unnecessary dithering over fairly unimportant correspondence. In fact there is
a mercifully limited choice of actions when confronted with any document.
Start today to separate your mail and deal with it in these simple ways:
Throw it away. Delete it!
Pass it on
 File it
 Clip it into the workbook.
 Limit all e-mail to only essential urgent
communications, in every other case use the
phone or a memo.
If you decide to file, then decide who will file what and for
how long.



Five tips for easy filing
1. Put the more recent information in the front of folders. On the computer number each file
and name e.g. 1report, 2report etc. to show the most recent.
2. Staple papers together, don’
t clip. Clips fall off
the paper.
3. Lightly pencil in ‘
throwaway dates’on filed
material.
4. Fold oversized papers with the printing on the
outside for easy reading.
5. Don’
t leave papers lying around randomly - Don’
t pile, file.
Why not clip a copy of this simple list of options to your in-tray as a reminder?
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17.

Learning To Plan

Without planning it is impossible to predict, prepare for and cope with the future. It is just as
important for individuals to plan as it is for large organizations. The future arrives whether we are
ready for it or not. Being able to anticipate and meet the demands of the future means one is less
vulnerable to stress. There are three major planning steps:
 Selection of goals
 Formulating objectives from goals
 Selection of the activities for the achievement of objectives.
To begin, ask yourself the question ‘
What do I want out of life?’Start answering this question in
terms of broad, general categories. Think of all the things you would like to achieve, obtain, or
experience and list them. List everything, even those areas that are not realistic without
prioritizing. For example:
17.1 Career goals
I. Gain promotion
2. Increase quota
3. Study for an MBA
4. Build skills by attending management training courses
5. Start own business.
17.2 Personal goals
1. Wealth
2. A good relationship
3. Sail around the world
4. Write a book
5. Own a Porsche
and so on . . .
Once you have generated your list, go back and examine it.
Look for goals that are not likely to be within your power.
Some may be modified to more achievable ones.
Try to be clear about what you mean by each goal statement. The clearer and more specific the
goal, the easier it is to decide whether it is achievable. If you feel it is
possible, think about how you would go about it.
Look for inconsistencies among your goals. Working toward incompatible goals can tear you
apart psychologically. Examples of some common pairs of goals that are inconsistent in most
cases are the following:
 Attain career advancement and never work evenings and weekends
 Have strong opinions, speak your mind, and still have everyone like you.
17.3 Rank-order the goals
Spotting conflicting goals will alert you to potential problems.
Earlier in this book we looked at setting clear objectives. The same rules apply here. Decide
which goals are most important to you, then derive a set of objectives for each one.
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17.4 Record progress
An appointment book, which breaks the day into half-hour blocks, is useful for recording
progress.
 Record the objective and activities related to the goal you wish to achieve
 Allocate times for those activities and write them in your weekly schedule
 Check these daily/weekly to assess progress and adjust as
necessary.
The following acronym should help you to remember to include all the
elements of good objectives in future:
Good objectives should be SMART: This means:
Specific
Measurable
Agreed
Realistic
Timely

- Clear and unambiguous
- How will you know you have achieved them?
- With you. (You must ‘
buy into’the idea and want to succeed.)
- Achievable
- Can be done in the time available

17.5 Procrastination
Procrastination, or putting off things that you want or need to do, goes hand in hand with stress
and poor time management. Ultimately, avoidance breeds avoidance. Avoiders fall farther and
farther behind and the work mounts up.
To help avoid procrastination, you may have to look at your working methods. For example,
some of the following factors actually help us procrastinate.
17.6 Perfectionism
Being a perfectionist makes one more likely also to be a
procrastinator. As a perfectionist, you are dissatisfied unless you
do things perfectly. You always feel something of a failure if any
performance has a flaw. Therefore any task becomes aversive,
because no task is ever completed 100 per cent right. Like the
manager who puts off writing his report until the night before it
is due by which time it is too late for him to produce the highcaliber work he is capable of.
17.7 Inappropriate commitments
In order to do those things in life that are really important to you, you must learn to make
appropriate commitments. Most of us are more likely to honor a commitment made to another
person than we are to honor a commitment made to ourselves. This is a fact we can turn either to
our advantage or disadvantage.
If you are the kind of person who says ‘
Yes’to most requests made on your time by other people,
you are likely to be someone who often does not get around to doing the things that are important
to you.
To achieve your own goals, you must learn to avoid commitments that waste your time.
Conversely, making a commitment to others (especially a public commitment) to do something
that is important to you is an excellent way to mobilize yourself.
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17.8 Deception
Another way to procrastinate is by self-deception.
Straightforward procrastination is, for example, going to the theatre
when you need to be planning for presentation to the Board.
Devious procrastination involves performing some activity other
than the target activity because (1) it is redeeming in some way, or
(2) it is ‘
preparation’for the target activity. Reading a book entitled
‘
Conducting Meetings’when you need to write a report is
avoidance.
Watching television or reading a book to ‘
relax* so that you can
work later is a feeble excuse for avoiding work and no real help in
getting started. You may feel better indulging in this activity, but it will not help you get the work
done.
Learn to correctly label avoidance activities to over- come procrastination.
17.9 Jobs that are too big
We often avoid getting to work on a project because it seems
to be too big to tackle. Break your task into manageable parts
that can be tackled one at a time. Even if you spend a few
minutes on each on a regular basis, the task will soon be
completed.
For example, planning a presentation can seem a daunting
task when you consider the work involved. If your
presentation is not imminent, you could ease yourself into it
by perhaps starting to work on the objectives or the audience
profile, then the Introduction, and so on.
17.10 Learn to play

For most of us, learning to play is the most difficult of all
objectives. The manager who never has time to take a holiday, or
the person so wrapped up in the responsibilities of parenthood that
he can never have time to himself, are people who need to learn to
take time out for themselves. The pressures of a career and family
are dealt with more effectively by people who can get away from
them. The person who is not able to play is often irritable and
anxious, and very often is not an efficient worker. By using the
methods described here you may be able to find time to play.
Many people use play time to ‘
reward’themselves after some
accomplishment. This kind of self-reinforcement can often help you get more work done.
Changing your behavior, as well as your thinking, can reduce stress and improve your use of
time. The four cornerstones of such an approach are:

Planning

Record keeping

Overcoming procrastination

Play.
Being more organized in all of these areas can greatly improve your chance of minimizing the
stress in your life.
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17.11 Visualize Success
‘
Nothing wilt ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome.’
Dr. Samuel Johnson
Visualization is being used successfully in areas such as sports training, where coaches are trying
to build up the confidence and performance of the athlete.
Firstly think of the event. It could be giving a speech, attending an
interview or sitting an exam. Think of the worst thing that could
happen. Paint the worst picture you possibly can. What would it be
like, for example, if you were to ‘
dry up’
; or if your mind were to go
completely blank. By imagining the worst possible scenario, you
have acknowledged the fear. Now develop this into a positive
outcome. Build up a picture of you giving a wonderful performance
and appreciate the warm glow which this produces. In any potentially
stressful situation, follow the formula:
Preparation

Visualization

Relaxation

18.0 Contingency Plans
Things can and do go wrong occasionally, but with some forethought you can help reduce the
possibility.
For all business occasions compile a ‘
What If* list.
Make this part of your preparation. For example, if you
are preparing a presentation, at each stage ask yourself
what could go wrong. One of your fears might be that
the overhead projector may break down. The
contingency plan would then be to arrange to have a
back-up machine, or carry a spare bulb with you. With
good preparation you will reduce the risk of things
going wrong. If they do (and sometimes this will be out
of your control), you will at least be prepared with a
contingency plan.
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Conclusion

This book has endeavored to give a broad overview of the problem of
stress at work, a subject which is rarely considered. The most difficult task
is getting people to recognize the existence of the stress response within
individuals and within the organization and that their decisions could be
stressful for other people. Many managers still adopt the Victorian maxim
‘
I
fy
ouc
a
n’
t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen!’Such a response is
totally unhelpful to people going through stressful events in their lives, be
they associated with the work situation or private life.
Summary
1. Stress is a common feature of most people’
s lives and the causes of stress are many and
varied. It is most commonly associated with changes in people’
s lives, some of which may be
brought about by the organization.
2. There is a need within organizations for a greater understanding of the stress response and the
causes of stress.
3. Stress reduction strategies should be considered at boardroom level and implemented
wherever necessary.
4. The costs of stress-related ill health can be substantial in terms of time lost for conditions
diagnosed as ‘
anxiety state’
, ‘
depression’and ‘
nervous breakdown’
.
5. Where employees may be exposed to the risk of violence, employers must take appropriate
measures to prevent or control these
risks.
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19.0 Simple Stress Reduction Relaxation Techniques
How do we know if we are tense?
Strange to say, but it is the case that we can be so habitually tense, almost without realizing it,
that we gradually become accustomed to the sensations of living in a tense state and just think of
it as “
normal”
.
So here are some clues that may help you to spot undue levels of tension:
tense muscles
heart racing or pounding
hyperventilating; feeling light-headed or faint
persistent tiredness or exhaustion
aches and pains
difficulty with sleeping
loss of appetite or not eating well,
perhaps with our stomach “
in knots”
 developing minor ailments such as
headaches, migraines or stomach
upsets
 mind in a whirl; can’
t think straight,
concentrate or work effectively
 sense of rush and pressure, lack of
time.
These symptoms can also be caused by other medical problems, so if you are unsure, it is worth
checking this out with your GP.








Whilst some tension can help in the short-term by making us alert, or by motivating us to get on
with something, in the longer-term it can begin to cause problems with our health, and in time
our work and relationships are also likely to suffer.
Which approach to relaxation?
There are many approaches to learning to relax; none is “
right”for everyone - it is more a matter
of finding an approach that makes sense and works for you. Learning to physically relax muscle
groups, learning mental relaxation, meditation, yoga, prayer, biofeedback - all are possible
approaches. As our body is not disconnected from our mind and our emotions, it is possible to
use any of these starting points to benefit our entire being.
Like exercising in order to get fit, doing relaxation exercises once won’
t make you “
fit”
: learning
to relax takes time and practice in order for you to become proficient.
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19.1

A simple physical relaxation technique

Here is one simple physical method which is designed to be useful in everyday situations: it
doesn’
t aim at deep relaxation or require you to lie down
for half an hour! Rather, it aims to reduce unnecessary
levels of tension, so that you can continue with your
current activity more effectively; it can be used just
about anywhere - sitting in a lecture or examination,
walking down the street, or going to sleep in bed.
How it works
In the early part of this century it was recognized that when people tense up and then relax
muscle groups, they end up more relaxed than when they began! In fact this is a natural process
that we all use, for example when we stretch, or yawn.
But the key to this particular method lies in two factors:
1.
2.

that we learn the difference in the sensations of being tense and being relaxed, and
that it gives signals to the subconscious and “
automatic”parts of our system (the autonomic
nervous system) that “
all is well”
,“
there is no need to be tense any longer”
, and it is your
autonomic nervous system which will do the real work by slowing down your heart rate,
stopping the release of adrenaline into your blood stream, etc. - things which we do not
normally have under our conscious control.
Hence the exercises themselves are deceptively simple. Don’
t
be fooled - they do work; but like all relaxation methods, it
takes time and practice for this to be useful in real-life
stressful situations!

The method
For each of the areas of the body described, it is suggested that you tense up and then relax
muscle groups. Do each exercise three times. As you get better with time at relaxing these areas,
try using less tension before relaxing.
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How to handle stress (1): Basic Relaxation method
The basic relaxation method is an effective tool to reduce stress, and it is often used with
breath control. This method relaxes the mind and body and can be mastered in three or four
weeks by training for 15 minutes a day.

Basic relaxation method
1. Lie down on your back, or sit in a comfortable up-right chair in a room where you
can not be disturbed.
2. Prepare by loosening clothing and taking off your glasses. Then you should put
both hands, palms up, besides your body and close your eyes.
3. Tension and relax your muscles using the following method and keep the tense
state for a few seconds. Follow the sequence; each leg, belly, chest, back, each arm,
face.
legs

Stretch out your toes and tension your calf and thigh.

belly

Tighten your belly and tension your belly muscles.

Chest and back Pull back both shoulders and tension the muscles of back.
arms

Close your fist and tension your whole arm.

face

Close eyelids powerfully, and let a muscle of a face feel tense.

4. Feel the difference each time you tension and relax your muscles.
When you slack off, you should feel the sense that your body is
heavier and that you are sinking into the surface or chair. If you
become sleepy during practice, it is the sign that the training is
successful.
5. Visualize a quiet scene, take a deep breath slowly with a
pleasant feeling and repeat the tension and relaxation of you whole body.
6. Breath in as you tension your muscle and breath out as you
relax your muscles
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19.2 Relaxation and sleep
Relaxing is not the same as sleeping! Many people sleep without being very relaxed, and
although relaxing can lead one to yawn or feel sleepy, it need
not lead to sleep.
However, learning to relax can certainly help you to get to
sleep more easily, and then to sleep more restfully. Use the
physical relaxation exercises described earlier when you are
ready for sleep. Some other suggestions that may help with
sleeping are:







don’
t use your bed as a place to work during the day
stop working some while before you want to sleep
put your work books etc. out of sight of your bed
develop a routine prior to going to bed
once in bed, get as comfortable as possible
yawn! “
Artificial”yawns are just as good as the real thing in helping you to slow down
your breathing, and at releasing the fluid between your eyelids which will enable them to
stay closed all night. Having yawned, keep your eyes gently closed.

19.3 Stopping thinking altogether
To quieten all thoughts and leave an empty mind is very difficult, but if
thoughts are going round and round in your mind as you attempt to
sleep, try these ideas:
 first, use the physical relaxation techniques described above
 with your eyes gently closed, look straight ahead and “
stare
into space”as if looking at a distant, unmoving spot. Just
keep looking at this distant black spot
 if your thoughts still won’
t stop, try focusing on your
breathing and gently slowing it down
 or imagine your thoughts as images on a black screen, which
you can “
wipe out”with a board rubber.
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19.4 Building relaxation into everyday life
For these techniques to be of real use, you will need to build them
into your everyday life, so that when something very stressful comes
along, you are already thoroughly practiced in the skills of relaxation
and can put them to good use in the midst of difficulty. The day of an
examination, interview or presentation is not the day to begin
practicing!
As time goes by, you will probably find that you are more readily
aware of any signs of tension in your body. As you become more
alert to the early warning signs in your body, you can begin to relax
before tension becomes a major problem.
You may become so proficient that you do not need to tense up muscle groups prior to relaxing
them - the tensing stage is not actually necessary, but was introduced as an easier method for
beginners. You may find in time that you can simply relax at will.
You cannot overdose on these exercises; nor are they in any way
harmful or addictive! They simply make good use of a natural
process.
Practice when life is going well, and then gradually build it into
more stressful events. Incorporate it into all aspects of your life
and then you will be well able to keep disabling tension at bay
when stressful events arise!
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20.0 Advanced Relaxation Techniques
How to handle stress (2): Advanced Relaxation method
We all need to develop a means for relaxing and coping with stress. In fact there are many things
that we do in order to relax without thinking about stress:
 listening to music or reading a book
 going for a walk
 engaging in sport - golf, tennis, for example
 engaging in a hobby activity - like gardening
 watching television
All of these activities can be highly effective PREVENTION measures. However, we are
sometimes more stressed than we realize and there may be a need to engage in specific stressreducing procedures such as:
 Breathing exercises
 Relaxation
 Meditation
 Massage
 Yoga
 Visualization
As the heading suggests we are concentrating here on techniques to help you relax specifically
breathing and muscle relaxation exercises. There are many methods available and there is no
‘
best method’
. Relaxation training involves you in acquiring skills, for example, abdomen and
chest breathing and techniques to enable you to ‘
switch off’
. These can be used to cope with
emotional and bodily reactions to stress situations. It is necessary to practice these exercises daily
until they become an effective habit.
20.1 Breathing Exercises
Breathing is essential to life. Life begins with a person’
s first breath and ends with the last.
Breathing is automatic and usually involuntary, being controlled (like all other internal functions)
by the autonomic, or involuntary, nervous system. However, breathing is unique in that it can
also be controlled by an act of will. Since we breathe between 16,000 to 20,000 times a day it can
be a very powerful tool in gaining some degree of control over autonomic functions.
Breathing patterns often reflect our state of mind or emotions. For example, an anxious person
tends to breathe rapidly and often, only using the upper part of the chest; a depressed person
tends to sigh; a child. during a temper tantrum. holds his or her breath until blue in the face; the
anxious person talks at the end of an inhalation in a high-tone voice; and the depressed person
talks at the end of an exhalation in a low-tone voice.
How should we breathe?
There are two main types of breathing: costal (meaning ‘
of the ribs’
) and diaphragmatic (or
abdominal) breathing. Costal breathing is characterized by an outward, upward movement of the
chest. It is useful during vigorous exercise but is quite inappropriate for ordinary, everyday
activity.
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Abdominal or diaphragmatic breathing
The principal muscle involved in abdominal breathing is the diaphragm, a strong dome shaped
sheet of muscle that separates the chest cavity from the abdomen. When we breathe in, the
diaphragm contracts and pushes downwards, causing the abdomen to relax and rise. In this
position, the lungs expand, creating a partial vacuum which allows air to be drawn in. When we
breathe out, the diaphragm relaxes, the abdomen contracts and expels air containing carbon
dioxide.
Diaphragmatic breathing is the most important tool available for stress management. It promotes
a natural, even movement of breath which both strengthens the nervous system and relaxes the
body. It is the most efficient method of breathing, using minimum effort for maximum oxygen.
The main benefits of diaphragmatic breathing are that it provides the body with sufficient
oxygen, expels carbon dioxide adequately, relaxes the body and the mind and improves
circulation to the abdominal organs by its massaging action.
How to do it
1. Lie on your back with your feet a comfortable distance apart or sit upright comfortably, but
not rigidly.
2. Close your eyes.
3. Place one hand on your chest and the other hand on your abdomen. Become aware of the rate
and rhythm of your breath. Note which hand is moving with your breathing movements.
4. Inhale and exhale slowly, smoothly and deeply through the nostrils without noisy jerks or
pauses.
5. Consciously pull in your abdominal muscles when you exhale and, if necessary, push the
abdominal muscles gently with your hand. When you breathe out be aware of the abdominal
wall pushing out.
6. Now place your hands by your side, continue inhaling and exhaling and concentrate
exclusively on the breathing movements, being aware only of your abdomen rising and
falling.
7. Practice 3-5 minutes a day until you clearly understand the movement and diaphragmatic
breathing becomes your natural pattern of breathing, whether you are sitting, standing or
lying down.
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Revitalising breath
The oxygen you take in each time you breathe revitalizes every single cell in the body. Try
imaging this process actually taking place; through this imagination you can send energy-giving
breath to any area which feels dull or sluggish.
How to do it
1. You can do this exercise sitting down or standing up. Close your eyes if you like.
2. Take a deep breath in and feel the abdomen expand as you bring your arms out from your
sides and slowly up over your head.
3. Stretch as you breathe out and slowly bring down your arms.
4. As you breathe in again, imaging your breathe revitalizing your entire body, filling it with
energy and dissolving away the tension. Feel it becoming alive, with oxygen spreading
through every part of your body as you bring your arms up again as in 2.
5. Slowly exhale and bring your arms down by your side.
6. Repeat the above sequence 3 times. Notice any sensations you may feel, for example
warmth, relaxation, tingling.
7. Now focus on an area where you feel tension, for example, between the shoulder blades.
Take another revitalizing, deep breath and feel it moving into the tense area. Imaging your
warm breath massaging the area and easing away the tension. Exhale.
8. Choose another tense area to focus on and repeat the exercise.
9. Take a few extra inspirations and expirations and imagine your body full of vigor and
vitality.
10. Stretch slowly as your palms reach up to the ceiling and rock your body from side to side
by switching your weight from your left foot to your right foot. Slowly bring your arms
down to your sides.
11. Stand still for a few seconds and enjoy the sights and colours around you. Continue with
your routine feeling refreshed and happy.
12. Practice twice a day for about 3 minutes each time.
One-breath relaxation
Several times during the day become aware of your breathing. Take one deep breath. Feel the
energy coming in and revitalizing your body. Breathe out and relax. Use frequent occurrences in
daily life like waiting for someone to answer your telephone call, getting in or out of the car, or
stopping at red traffic lights whilst driving. You should be able to fit in approximately 20 such
one-breath relaxation exercises during your entire day.
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20.2 Relaxation Exercises
These are just a sample of the methods which are available to achieve relaxation. Yoga exercises
and meditation are others and you might wish to explore the wider range of possibilities.
Deep muscle relaxation
Each time one of your muscles contracts, thousands of electrical impulses travel along the nerves
to the brain. There is scientific evidence which suggests that a part of the brain called the
hypothalamus, which controls stress-response with its mental, emotional, behavioral and physical
components, becomes highly charged when it is bombarded with a variety of sensory
stimulations. When the hypothalamus is sensitized in this way, everyday stressors can easily lead
to stress-response.
It is possible to cut down drastically on the sensory impulses traveling to the brain by lying down,
closing your eyes, learning not to be distracted by external noises and then deeply relaxing the
entire body. The result is amazing: both body and mind return to a state of balance or
recuperative rest.
Such relaxation should occur spontaneously after any activity but. unfortunately, the endless
demands of modem life often prevent this. The result is an accumulated state of stress which can
eventually culminate in a stress disorder. You need to learn the art of letting go and allowing your
body’
s restorative ability to take over.
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How to do it
1. Practice relaxation on an empty stomach or at least one and a half hours after a light meal.
2. Make sure you are comfortable in loose-fitting garments. Loosen your tie, belt and other
constricting clothes.
3. Lie flat on your back on a firm bed or on folded blankets on the floor.
4. Make sure your head, body and legs are in a straight line. Keep your legs a little apart and
allow your feet to flop loosely so that your heels are pointing inwards and toes are
pointing outwards. Keep your hands by your side with palms upwards and fingers slightly
flexed.
5. Close your eyes.
6. Exhale and inhale through your nostrils and breathe slowly and rhythmically using your
diaphragm.
7. Take your mind to different parts of the body sequentially, become totally aware of every
aspect of the feelings in each part of your body. Imagine each part relaxing as deeply as
possible and savor the feeling of relaxation for a few seconds. The sequence in which you
relax is suggested as follows
8. right toes, instep, heel, ankle, leg, knee, thigh and hip
9. left toes, instep, heel, ankle, leg. knee, thigh and hip
10. right fingers, thumb, palm, wrist, forearm, elbow, upper arm and shoulder left fingers,
thumb. palm, wrist, forearm, elbow, upper arm and shoulder spine, lower back, middle
back and upper back
11. chest, sides, abdomen
12. neck, jaw, lips, tongue, face, muscles around the eyes, forehead and scalp
13. The body should be completely and totally relaxed. Stay in that state of relaxation for 510 minutes.
14. To come out of relaxation, take one deep breath, feeling the energy coming down into
your arms and legs. Move arms and legs slowly. Open your eyes slowly, sit up and stretch
your body, feeling refreshed and re-energized.
15. Practice at least once and, if possible, twice a day.
16. Once you have mastered the technique you should be able to relax appropriately - sitting,
standing or lying down - and within a matter of seconds.
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Progressive muscle relaxation
The overall principle of progressive relaxation is that each of the main muscle groups in the body
is first tensed, then held taut, and then relaxed in turn, until the whole body is relaxed. The idea is
that before you can relax your body, you must learn how your muscles feel when they are tight
and tense. Letting go after tensing gives a physically pleasant feeling in the relaxed muscles. It is
essential to develop this awareness of the difference between muscle tension and muscle
relaxation. Try clenching the hand into a fist, holding it tight for a while and then letting go,
appreciating the feeling of release. Or hunch up your shoulders, stay that way, and then let all the
muscles go.
Relaxation methods involving tensing the muscles are not recommended by some doctors for
people with hypertension (high blood pressure).
The best way to learn relaxation is probably by attending a class. with a teacher. It is also
possible to buy tapes or records giving instructions for you to follow, or you may be able to get
hold of some written instructions which a friend or relative could read out to you. Alternatively,
you could yourself record the instructions on to a tape and play it back when you want it.
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How to do it
If you want to practice relaxation, you should allow at least a quarter of an hour a day and try to
follow the same sequence every time.
Relaxing surroundings are helpful but not essential. It is best (at least at first) to choose a quiet.
dimly-lit room where you can be warm and comfortable and not subject to distractions.
Relaxation should not be practiced for an hour after a light meal, and one and a half hours after a
big meal. A full stomach not only hinders relaxation of the body, but may also lead to indigestion
if the stomach becomes relaxed. Above all, relaxation should be enjoyable, otherwise it will not
work. Begin by taking off your shoes and loosening any tight clothing, especially around the
neck and waist. Adopt a relaxing posture: the easiest is probably lying down.
Lie down on a carpeted floor, or a bed - provided it is not too soft. Each part of your body should
be supported comfortably. Lie with your arms and legs a little apart. It is better to do without a
pillow.
You should tense and relax each part of your body in turn, starting either with hands and arms,
then head and down through the trunk to the legs. or starting with the feet and legs and working
up through the body.
If you begin with the hands and arms, you should first clench the fists, which also entails
clenching the forearm muscles. Hold this for a little while, perhaps 10 seconds, and feel the
tension; then let go and feel the difference - a sensation of welcome release. Then hold the hands
(fists clenched) against the shoulders so as to tense the upper arms, feel the tension, and then let it
go.
Next the neck can be held taut with the chin pressed in,, then relaxed. followed by the different
facial muscles - forehead (frown and relax), eyebrows (raise up then release), eyes, mouth (purse
up and release), jaw (thrust forward and release),then the shoulders (hunch up then let go),
stomach, buttocks, thighs, legs and feet. Each time you should consciously feel the tension before
you let go.
After tensing and relaxing each muscle group in turn, you should feel relaxed all over.
Instead of thinking of yourself in parts be aware of the whole body and if you feel any remaining
tension anywhere, try to release it - if necessary by first deliberately tensing the affected muscles
and then letting go.
Allow 5 to 10 minutes at the end in which to enjoy your relaxed state. You should be breathing
quietly, with slow and gentle breaths. You may want to imagine a peaceful scene, for instance
lying peacefully by the side of a blue lake, with green grass and trees, the song of the birds, the
warmth of the sun, your body warm, heavy and relaxed. Choose your own imagined scene whatever you like best.
When you are ready to get up, first have a good stretch, then either sit up very slowly or turn over
(on to your side first into what is called ‘
the recovery position’
) then get up.
Your aim should be to carry over your relaxed state into whatever activity follows your period of
relaxation.
Although it is easier to practice relaxation while lying down, sitting is also fine. You can practice
in an armchair - and in time you should be able to relax even in an office chair or on a bus or in
the driver’
s seat of a parked car, or wherever you happen to be at the time.
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Staying relaxed
Once the technique of relaxation has been learned, it should be possible to relax without . first
tensing all the muscles and it should be easy to detect any area of tension and quickly release it.
Throughout the day, get into the habit of checking whether you are tensing any muscles
unnecessarily. If you are, you are not only wasting energy and effort but could well bring on
headache, neck ache, and backache.
If your face is tensed and mouth turned downward, relax it and consciously force the corners of
your lips upwards into a smile. It may be mechanical, but helps you to feel less dejected or
stressed.
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